Running: Why Is So Important
Lying of a comfortable couch and watching your favorite series all day it sounds fantastic and
fun but have you think what you are doing with your body by doing so. A person who lay down
and the person who goes for running each day both are hell different from each other. Running
gives energy, shape, to the body and meditate your mind. Make your habit to go to running
every day because it is so important for your body. Running gives physical and mental benefits.
Running is helpful in maintaining knee-health. When you do running, it makes your knee bones
strong and strengthens to them. When you get old, your knee will be in better condition than to
those who avoid running. Doctors recommend children to run and play because their bones that
are developing will become strong. This can help to save them from bones fracture. Running
also helps to develop strong muscles.
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People are worried about how to lose weight and start dieting without consultation of a
nutritionist. Running is so important is to want to lose your weight or desired to maintain your
body weight. Running helps to burn calories and shed your pounds.
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Between running an walking, there is a difference in intensity. Running is essential to improve
your cardiovascular health. In the running, your speed is faster than walking so your blood
circulation, and heart rate improves. Due to the increase in blood circulation heart works
appropriately and prevent you from heart attacks.
People feel irritating when they forgot about things and where they kept them. Running is
essential to improve memory and give a boost to it. Running help people to prevent from
Alzheimer disease. Sitting alone all the time and thinking about all bad things happen to you will
give stress to your mind. Running is also beneficial for your mental health. When you run your
brain, produce a hormone that plays a part in enhancing a person’s mood. Running gives you
feeling of satisfaction. Listing to light music while running also excite up your dull and boring
mood.
When a person runs, he gets ample time to think about himself. Running can be a source to
judge about yourself, to plan about yourself, and know about your inner soul. Some people feel
difficulty in sleeping. After a lot of effort, they did not rest for a second in the whole night. People
who do running on regular basis sleep well then the person you stay in their beds all the time.
Running is a great tool to enhance your stamina. With time the person’s stamina increase and
he can do more running than before. Your running distance started increasing as your stamina
increase. When you run, your body excretes waste minerals through sweating. Releasing of this
waste from the body will make your skin healthier and shiner.
People who make their habit to run throughout their lives have to see a doctor very rare.
Women can prevent themselves from breast cancer if they start running regularly.
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